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Imagine cruising across a big blue lake on a warm summer day.  Maybe you’re about to
go fishing or waterskiing, or perhaps you’re just enjoying the feeling of the wind on your
face as your boat speeds through the water.  How can a factory transform thin sheets of
metal into a boat that can carry you on a lake, river, or ocean?  In this book, you’ll see step
by step how one company builds boats that bring people hours of summer fun.
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Aluminum
This factory makes boats out of aluminum—the
same soft, lightweight metal used in soda cans.  Each
huge roll of aluminum, like the one shown at right,
weighs between 2,500 and 3,500 pounds.  The factory uses
a total of 6 million pounds of aluminum every year!

The machine shown above, called an uncoiler-leveler, gradually
unrolls the thin, flexible sheet of aluminum and flattens it so it can be cut. 
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Next, the aluminum goes into the flying shear, which works like a giant scissors.  Its two
sharp blades snip the metal into smaller, rectangular sheets.
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The Router
A machine called a router cuts the aluminum into the different shapes needed to build a
boat.  Several sheets of aluminum are stacked on top of each other and nailed together to
keep them from slipping around.  Then the router cuts through all of them at once.
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When the router has cut out the shapes, the nails are
pried up and the extra aluminum is pulled away, leaving behind
stacks of metal pieces that will become part of a boat.  The largest pieces shown above are
transoms (the back parts of boats), and the smaller ones are support pieces known as knees.

All of the leftover aluminum is recycled, even the heaps of tiny metal chips shown above
right.  The factory recycles about one million pounds of aluminum each year.
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